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STRUCTURE THEOREM FOR GENERALIZED CORNER
RINGS
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Abstract. We apply recent results on the rank of elements of rings
to study the structure of generalized corner rings aRa, where R is a
unital ring and a an element of R. We give a complete description of
the structure of aRa when a2 has finite rank and provide an example to
show that this assumption is necessary and optimal.
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1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to present a particular application of the results
on the rank of elements of rings developed in [6]. For a ring (or algebra)
R and an element a ∈ R, we study the structure of the ring aRa, where a
satisfies some finite rank condition.
If e is an idempotent, then the ring eRe is usually called the (Peirce)
corner ring of R with respect to e, so we shall call aRa the generalized
(Peirce) corner ring of R with respect to a. Corner rings frequently come
into play in the structure theory of associative rings, where they often take
the role of the building blocks for bigger rings (see [3]). They are also
extremely important in Morita theory of equivalences (see [4], in particular,
Corollaries 18.35 and 18.37) and often appear in considerations in several
other areas of ring theory, such as extensions of rings, Boolean algebras,
rings of operators, path algebras of quivers, etc. Even in the context of
more general type of corner rings introduced in [5], Peirce corner rings are an
example of a kind of a ‘prototype’ for corner rings. With such a wide range
of applications, Peirce corner rings certainly deserve additional attention.
Throughout this paper we will be using the notion of rank of an element
of a ring, so we recall the definition. For the background and properties of
rank we refer the reader to [6].
Definition 1.1. An element a ∈ R has right rank 0 if and only if a = 0.
An element a ∈ R has right rank 1 if and only if a 6= 0 and a is contained
in some minimal right ideal of R. An element a ∈ R has right rank n > 1
if and only if a is contained in a sum of n minimal right ideals of R, but
is not contained in any sum of less than n minimal right ideals of R. An
element a ∈ R has infinite right rank if and only if a is not contained in any
sum of minimal right ideals of R. The right rank of a ∈ R will be denoted
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by rankr a. The left rank of an element a ∈ R is defined analogously and
denoted by rankl a.
In this paper we first describe the structure of corner rings eRe, where e is
an idempotent of finite rank in a ring R (see Theorem 3.3). The rank 1 case,
is a well known result from the theory of idempotents, which states that a
rank one idempotent e gives rise to a division ring eRe (see Proposition 3.1).
Our theorem is thus a generalization of this result to arbitrary finite rank.
It turns out that the rank of e is a kind of a measure for the size of eRe.
In the second part we describe the structure of generalized corner rings
aRa, where a need not be an idempotent. A partial description of the
structure in the setting of semisimple Banach algebras has been given by
Bresˇar and Sˇemrl in [1, Main Theorem (F)], however their description does
not produce a direct sum decomposition of aRa, but only an orthogonal
sum decomposition (a decomposition as a sum of additive groups, such that
any two of them multiply to 0). Our main result, Theorem 4.8 (along with
Corollary 4.9), gives a direct sum decomposition of aRa for any regular
element a of an algebra R, such that a2 is regular and has finite rank. At
the end we give an example to show that the condition on the rank of a2 is
necessary and optimal.
2. Preliminaries
All rings and algebras considered in this paper will be associative and
unital. For a unital ring R we denote by Mn(R) the ring of all n × n
matrices with entries in R. More generally, the set of all n × m matrices
with entries in R will be denoted by Mn,m(R). Standard matrix units in
Mn(R) will be denoted by Eij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, thus Eij is a matrix whose only
nonzero entry is entry (i, j) and is equal to 1. We will also need the ring of
all upper triangular n× n matrices over R, denoted by Tn(R).
For the group of all multiplicatively invertible elements of a ring R we
will use the standard notation U(R). Recall that an element a ∈ R is called
regular if there exists an element b ∈ R such that a = aba. In this case ab
and ba are idempotents. If there exists b ∈ U(R) that satisfies this condition,
then the element a is called unit-regular. Equivalently, a is unit-regular if
there exists x ∈ U(R) and an idempotent e ∈ R, such that a = ex.
The right socle of a ring R is defined as the sum of all minimal right ideals
of R. In other words, this is just the set of all element of finite right rank.
The left socle of R is defined analogously via left ideals. In a semiprime ring
R, the left and the right socle coincide and are thus simply called the socle
of R and denoted by socR.
3. The idempotent case
In this section we discuss the structure of the corner ring eRe, where
e ∈ R is an idempotent of finite (right) rank. If e has right rank 1 (i.e. eR
is a minimal right ideal), the result is well known, namely
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Proposition 3.1 ([3, Proposition 21.16]). Let R be a ring and e ∈ R an
idempotent. If eR is a minimal right ideal of R, then eRe is a division ring.
The converse holds if R is a semiprime ring.
To generalize this to arbitrary finite rank, we need a technical lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let e ∈ R be an idempotent. If K is a minimal right ideal of
R, then eKe is either zero or a minimal right ideal of eRe.
Proof. By the right-hand side version of [3, Theorem 21.11], J 7→ JR defines
an injective inclusion-preserving map from the set of right ideals of eRe to
the set of right ideals of R. Since the right ideal eKe of eRe maps to
eKeR ⊆ K and K is a minimal right ideal of R, eKe is either zero or a
minimal right ideal of eRe. 
We say that a = a1 + a2 + . . .+ an is a minimal right decomposition of a,
if all ai have right rank 1 and n is the right rank of a (see [6]). Next theorem
generalizes Proposition 3.1.
Theorem 3.3. Let e ∈ R be an idempotent. If e has finite right rank n,
then eRe ∼= Mn1(D1)×Mn2(D2)× . . .×Mnk(Dk) for some division rings Di
and positive integers ni, where n1 + n2 + . . . + nk = n. The converse holds
if R is a semiprime ring.
Proof. Let e be an idempotent with finite right rank n and let e = e1 +
e2 + . . . + en be its minimal right decomposition. By [6, Proposition 4.3],
the elements ei are pairwise orthogonal idempotents of right rank 1. In
particular, eiR is a minimal right ideal of R. Lemma 3.2 implies that eiRe =
e(eiR)e is a minimal right ideal of eRe, hence ei has right rank 1 even
when considered as an element of eRe. Thus, by [6, Corollary 4.4], the
right rank of e, when considered as an element of eRe, is n as well. Since
eRe = e1Re+e2Re+. . .+enRe, and each eiRe is a simple right eRe-module,
eRe is a semisimple ring. Thus, by Wedderburn-Artin Theorem, it is of the
desired form. To prove that n1 + n2 + . . . + nk = n, observe that e ∈ eRe
is a sum of n1 + n2 + . . . + nk pairwise orthogonal idempotents, each of
which is some standard matrix unit Eii in some Mnj(Dj). Hence, by [6,
Corollary 4.4], its right rank in eRe is n1 + n2 + . . . + nk. Combining this
with the above observations, we conclude that n1 + n2 + . . .+ nk = n.
Now let R be a semiprime ring and eRe as in the theorem. As above,
e ∈ eRe is a sum of n1 + n2 + . . . + nk orthogonal idempotents, each of
which is some standard matrix unit Eii in some Mnj (Dj). So if ere is one
of these idempotents, then (ere)R(ere) = (ere)(eRe)(ere) ∼= Dj for some
j. Since R is semiprime, Proposition 3.1 implies that ere has right rank
1 in R. Therefore, by [6, Corollary 4.4], the idempotent e has right rank
n1 + n2 + . . .+ nk in R. 
Theorem 3.3 in particular implies that 1 ∈ R has finite right rank if and
only if R is a finite direct product of full matrix rings over some division
rings.
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As a corollary to Theorem 3.3 we obtain a generalization of [6, Corol-
lary 3.8].
Corollary 3.4. If a ∈ R is a regular element of finite right and finite left
rank, then rankr a = rankl a.
Proof. Let a be an element of finite right and finite left rank. By [6, Propo-
sition 4.9], element a is unit-regular, so a = eu for some idempotent e and
some u ∈ U(R), where the idempotent e has the same left and right rank as
a by [6, Corollary 3.6]. Theorem 3.3 and its left-hand sided version imply
that
eRe ∼= Mn1(D1)× . . .×Mnk(Dk)
∼= Mm1(E1)× . . .×Mmj (Ej),
where rankr e = n1+. . .+nk and rankl e = m1+. . .+mj . By the uniqueness
in the Wedderburn-Artin Theorem it follows that rankr e = rankl e. 
We remark that the assumption that both ranks of a are finite is essential
(see [6, Example 3.4]).
Having a matrix representation for the ring eRe, a natural question arises,
whether the right rank of an element a, which is contained in eRe, coincides
with the right rank of the corresponding k-tuple of matrices. In other words,
do the ranks of a ∈ eRe calculated within R and eRe coincide? This later
question is viable even if e has infinite right rank, however, in this case the
answer may be negative. For example, in the ring R = T2(C), the idem-
potent E11 has infinite right rank in R, but right rank 1 in E11RE11 ∼= C.
Nevertheless, the following corollary answers the question in the affirmative
if e has finite rank.
Corollary 3.5. Let e ∈ R be an idempotent and a ∈ eRe. Suppose any of
the following conditions holds:
(i) a is regular and has finite right rank in R,
(ii) e has finite right rank in R.
Then the right ranks of a in eRe and R coincide.
Proof. Observe that the first part of the corollary implies the second one.
Indeed, if e has finite right rank, then a ∈ eRe has finite right rank as well.
In addition, a is regular since, by Theorem 3.3, the ring eRe is isomorphic
to a finite direct product of full matrix rings, which is a regular ring.
To prove the first part of the corollary, we first show that the conclusion is
true for an idempotent f ∈ eRe. For the purpose of this proof, let rankR a
and rankeRe a denote the right rank of a in R and eRe respectively. For
f = 0 there is nothing to prove, so suppose f 6= 0. Choose a minimal right
decomposition of f in R, say f = f1 + f2 + . . . + fn, where n = rankR f .
Observe that f = efe = ef1e + ef2e + . . . + efne is another minimal right
decomposition of f in R. Hence, efieR is a minimal right ideal of R, and
by Lemma 3.2, efieRe is a minimal right ideal of eRe. This shows that
rankeRe efie = 1. From [6, Proposition 4.3 and Corollary 4.4] we conclude
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that rankeRe f = n = rankR f . Now let a ∈ eRe be regular in R. Then a is
regular as an element of eRe as well. The same argument as for f shows that
rankeRe a ≤ rankR a. So as an element of eRe, a is regular and has finite
right rank. By [6, Proposition 4.9], a is unit-regular in eRe, so there exists
an idempotent h ∈ eRe and x ∈ U(eRe) such that a = hx. Let y denote
the inverse of x in eRe, so that xy = e. We have rankeRe a = rankeRe h and
due to h = he = hxy = ay we also have rankR h = rankR ay ≤ rankR a =
rankR hx ≤ rankR h, i.e. rankR a = rankR h. We have already seen that the
two ranks of an idempotent h are the same, thus rankeRe a = rankR a. 
4. The general case
Now we consider generalized corner ring aRa, where a need not be an
idempotent. If e is an idempotent of finite (right) rank, then by Theorem 3.3,
the Jacobson radical of eRe is zero. For a non-idempotent element a the
Jacobson radical of aRa may be very big. In fact, if a2 = 0, then aRa is
a ring with trivial multiplication and its Jacobson radical is the whole ring
aRa. So first we want to describe the Jacobson radical of the ring aRa.
We shall denote the Jacobson radical of a ring R by J(R). Recall that
for an arbitrary idempotent e ∈ R the Jacobson radical of eRe is equal to
J(eRe) = eRe ∩ J(R) = eJ(R)e (see [3]).
Let (R,+, ·) be a ring and s an element of R. Define a new multiplication
on R by
x ∗s y = xsy
for all x, y ∈ R. Then (R,+, ∗s) is again a ring, which we will denote by
Rs. We remark that the ring Rs is unital if and only if s ∈ U(R). If R is
an F -algebra, then Rs is also an F -algebra for the same multiplication by
scalars.
Proposition 4.1. Let a ∈ R be a regular element, b ∈ R an element, such
that a = aba, and let e = ab. Then aRa is isomorphic to (eRe)eae. The
isomorphism is given by x 7→ xb and its inverse is given by x 7→ xa.
Proof. Let f : aRa→ eRe and g : eRe→ aRa be maps defined by f(x) = xb
and g(x) = xa. For every r ∈ R we have (ara)b = abarab = eare ∈ eRe
and (ere)a = abraba = abra ∈ aRa, so the maps f and g are well defined.
Observe that aba = a implies xba = x = abx for all x ∈ aRa. In addition,
xab = xe = x for all x ∈ eRe. This shows that g is the inverse of f . Clearly
the map f is additive (linear, if R is an algebra), so it remains to show that
it is also multiplicative as a map from aRa to (eRe)eae. Let x, y ∈ aRa be
arbitrary. By the above we have
f(x)∗eaef(y) = (xb)(eae)(yb) = (xb)(a
2b)(yb) = (xba)(aby)b = xyb = f(xy),
as required. 
Proposition 4.2. For every s ∈ R we have
J(Rs) = {x ∈ R ; sxs ∈ J(R)}.
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Proof. Recall that the Jacobson radical of a ring can be characterized as the
set of all elements x, such that xr is right quasi-regular for every element r.
An element a is right quasi-regular if there exists some element b such that
a+ b− ab = 0.
Suppose x ∈ J(Rs) and choose an arbitrary r ∈ R. Then x ∗s r is right
quasi-regular in Rs, so there exists y ∈ R such that x∗s r+y−x∗s r∗s y = 0,
or equivalently xsr + y − xsrsy = 0. Multiplying from the left by s we get
(sxs)r+(sy)− (sxs)r(sy) = 0. This shows that (sxs)r is right quasi-regular
in R for every r ∈ R, thus sxs ∈ J(R).
Now suppose sxs ∈ J(R) and choose an arbitrary r ∈ R. Then there
exists y ∈ R such that (sxs)r + y − (sxs)ry = 0. This implies y = sz
where z = xsry − xsr, so that (sxs)r + sz − (sxs)rsz = 0 or equivalently
s(xsr + z − xsrsz) = 0. Now denote w = xsr + z − xsrsz, so that sw = 0.
These two equalities imply xsr+ (z −w)− xsrs(z −w) = 0 or equivalently
x ∗s r + (z − w) − x ∗s r ∗s (z − w) = 0. Hence x ∗s r is right quasi-regular
in Rs. Since r was arbitrary, we conclude that x ∈ J(Rs). 
Proposition 4.2 in particular implies J(R) ⊆ J(Rs). We can now describe
the Jacobson radical of aRa.
Corollary 4.3. For a regular element a ∈ R we have
J(aRa) = {x ∈ aRa ; axa ∈ J(R)}.
Proof. Choose b ∈ R such that aba = a and denote e = ab. Propositions 4.1
and 4.2 imply
J(aRa) = {x ∈ aRa ; xb ∈ J((eRe)eae)} = {x ∈ aRa ; a
2bxba2b ∈ J(eRe)}.
For every x ∈ aRa we have a2bxba2b = a(abxba)ab = axab = axe, hence
J(aRa) = {x ∈ aRa ; axe ∈ J(eRe)} = {x ∈ aRa ; axe ∈ eJ(R)e}.
It suffices to prove that axe ∈ eJ(R)e is equivalent to axa ∈ J(R). Suppose
axe ∈ eJ(R)e. Multiplying from the right by a we obtain axa ∈ eJ(R)a ⊆
J(R). Now suppose axa ∈ J(R). Multiplying from the left by e and from
the right by be we get axe ∈ eJ(R)be ⊆ eJ(R)e. 
Corollary 4.3 states that for a regular element a ∈ R, J(aRa) is the largest
subset of R that satisfies
aJ(aRa)a = a2Ra2 ∩ J(R).
Lemma 4.4. Let s, u, v, and e be elements of R, where u and v are invertible
and e is an idempotent. Then
(i) Rusv ∼= Rs, where the isomorphism is given by x 7→ vxu,
(ii) Re ∼=

 0 (1− e)Re (1− e)R(1 − e)0 eRe eR(1− e)
0 0 0

, where the isomorphism is
induced by the Peirce decomposition,
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(iii) Re/J(Re) ∼= eRe/J(eRe), where the isomorphism is induced by the
map x 7→ exe.
Proof. Let f : Rusv → Rs be a map defined by f(x) = vxu. Clearly, f is an
additive bijection (linear, if R is an algebra). Since f(x∗usvy) = f(xusvy) =
vxusvyu = f(x)sf(y) = f(x) ∗s f(y) for all x, y ∈ R, the map f is a ring
isomorphism.
The isomorphism in (ii) is given by
g : x 7→

 0 (1− e)xe (1− e)x(1 − e)0 exe ex(1− e)
0 0 0

 .
By means of Peirce decomposition its inverse is easily seen to be just the
summation of elements of the matrix. Clearly, g is additive (linear, if R is
an algebra). An easy computation shows that g is also multiplicative.
(iii) is an easy consequence of (ii). 
We can now describe the structure of the ring aRa in terms of its Jacobson
radical. Recall that by [6, Corollary 3.8] the left and right rank of any
element in a semiprime ring coincide, so we omit the adjectives in this case
and simply speak of rank.
Theorem 4.5. Let R be a unital semiprime ring and a ∈ R an element of
finite rank. Then J(aRa) = {x ∈ aRa ; axa = 0} and (aRa)/J(aRa) ∼=
Mn1(D1)×Mn2(D2)× . . .×Mnk(Dk) for some division rings Di and positive
integers ni, where n1 + n2 + . . .+ nk = rank a
2.
Proof. By [6, Theorem 4.10], element a is unit-regular, hence a = eu for some
u ∈ U(R) and some idempotent e ∈ R of finite rank. Let b = u−1, so that
aba = a and e = ab. Corollary 4.3 implies that J(aRa) = {x ∈ aRa ; axa ∈
J(R)}. Observe that (socR ∩ J(R))2 = 0, since J(R) annihilates all simple
R-modules. The semiprimeness of R therefore implies (socR ∩ J(R)) = 0.
But axa ∈ socR for any x ∈ R, so J(aRa) = {x ∈ aRa ; axa = 0}. Apply-
ing Proposition 4.1 we see that aRa ∼= (eRe)eae. Theorem 3.3 in particular
implies that eae is unit-regular in eRe. Let eae = fw, where f is an idem-
potent in eRe and w ∈ U(eRe). Lemma 4.4 implies (eRe)fw ∼= (eRe)f and
(eRe)f/J((eRe)f ) ∼= f(eRe)f/J(f(eRe)f) = fRf/J(fRf). Since f ∈ eRe
has finite rank as well, Theorem 3.3 implies that the ring fRf has zero Ja-
cobson radical and is isomorphic to Mn1(D1) ×Mn2(D2) × . . . ×Mnk(Dk)
for some division rings Di, where n1 + n2 + . . . + nk = rank f . Putting ev-
erything together we see that aRa/J(aRa) ∼= fRf , so the conclusion of the
theorem will follow as soon as we prove that rank f = rank a2. Invoking to
Corollary 3.5 we infer that the rank of f is equal to the rank of eae = a2u−1,
which is further equal to the rank of a2. 
Let R and a be as in Theorem 4.5. The proof of the theorem shows
that there exist idempotents e and f , and invertible elements u and v, such
that a = eu, a2 = fv and f = efe (the existence of v follows from [6,
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Corollary 4.7]). In this case the isomorphism aRa/J(aRa) ∼= fRf is induced
by the map x 7→ axu−1f = axav−1, as can be seen by examining the proof
carefully.
As a corollary we can characterize when aRa is a semisimple ring.
Corollary 4.6. Let R be a unital semiprime ring and a an element of finite
rank. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) aRa is a semiprime ring,
(ii) rank a2 = ranka,
(iii) there exist b, c ∈ R such that a = a2b = ca2,
(iv) J(aRa) = 0,
(v) aRa ∼= Mn1(D1)×Mn2(D2)×. . .×Mnk(Dk) for some division rings
Di and positive integers ni, where n1 + n2 + . . .+ nk = rank a.
Proof. Suppose aRa is a semiprime ring, but ranka2 < rank a. By [6, Theo-
rem 4.10] there exist finite rank idempotents e and f , with rank f < rank e,
and invertible elements u and v, such that a = eu and a2 = fv. This in
particular implies efv = ea2 = a2 = fv, hence ef = f . Observe that e 6= fe,
since the ranks of the two are different. Thus (1−f)e 6= 0 and the semiprime-
ness of R implies the existence of an element t such that (1−f)et(1−f)e 6= 0.
Let r = u−1t(1−f). Then (1−f)arau−1 = (1−f)(eu)u−1t(1−f)(eu)u−1 =
(1− f)et(1− f)e 6= 0, so that ara 6= 0. However, ra2 = u−1t(1− f)fv = 0,
so that (ara)(aRa)(ara) = 0. This contradicts the assumption that aRa is
a semiprime ring.
Assume ranka2 = ranka. Then by [6, Corollary 4.11] there exists an
invertible element x such that a2 = ax. Hence a = a2x−1, so we may
take b = x−1. The existence of c is proved similarly, because the rank in
semiprime rings is left-right symmetric.
Now let b and c be elements such that a = a2b = ca2. By [6, Theo-
rem 4.10], a is a regular element, hence J(aRa) = {x ∈ aRa ; axa ∈ J(R)}
by Corollary 4.3. So if x ∈ J(aRa), then axa ∈ J(R). Multiplying from the
left by c and from the right by b, and taking into account that x ∈ aRa, we
get x ∈ cJ(R)b ⊆ J(R). Consequently, x ∈ socR ∩ J(R) = 0, since R is
semiprime. Hence J(aRa) = 0.
Theorem 4.5 shows that (iv) implies aRa ∼= Mn1(D1)×Mn2(D2)× . . .×
Mnk(Dk), where n1 + n2 + . . . + nk = rank a
2. But this clearly implies (i),
which implies (ii), so n1 + n2 + . . .+ nk = ranka. 
For an element r ∈ R, let (r) denote the ideal of R generated by r. The
following lemma will be used in the proof of our main theorem.
Lemma 4.7. Let f ∈ R be an idempotent of finite right rank and K a right
ideal of R. Then (f) ∩K = K · (f).
Proof. Clearly K · (f) ⊆ (f) ∩ K, so suppose (f) ∩ K 6⊆ K · (f). Let
f = f1 + f2 + . . . + fn be a minimal right decomposition of f . By [6,
Proposition 4.3], fi are orthogonal idempotents of right rank 1. In particular,
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fi ∈ (f). Every element in (f) is of the form
∑k
i=1 xieiyi for some ei ∈
{f1, f2, . . . , fn} and xi, yi ∈ R. Let k be the least positive integer, such
that s =
∑k
i=1 xieiyi ∈ (f) ∩ K\K · (f) for some ei ∈ {f1, f2, . . . , fn} and
xi, yi ∈ R. Since ekyk 6= 0 and ek has right rank 1, there exists z ∈ R
such that ekykz = ek. Let g = zekyk ∈ (f), so that ekykg = ekyk. Then
sg =
∑k−1
i=1 xieiyig+ xkekyk and hence s− sg =
∑k−1
i=1 xieiyi(1− g). Clearly
s− sg = s(1− g) ∈ (f)∩K, so the choice of k implies s− sg ∈ K · (f) (this
is true even if k = 1, in which case s− sg = 0). Since sg ∈ K · (f), we get a
contradiction s ∈ K · (f). 
Building off of Theorem 4.5 we now describe the structure of aRa in terms
of its ideals. As indicated by Theorem 4.5, it is crucial that a2 has finite
rank, if we want to describe the structure of aRa. The rank of a does not
seem to play much of a role in the matter. So we will only assume that
the rank of a2 is finite, while the rank of a may be infinite. We will also
not assume R to be semiprime, instead, we will work with regular elements.
In addition, we will need R to be an algebra over a field. Compare next
theorem and its corollary with [1, Lemma 2.7 and Main Theorem (F)].
Theorem 4.8. Let F be a field, R a unital F -algebra, and a ∈ R a regular
element, such that a2 is regular as well. If a2 has finite right rank n, then
there exist ideals I0, I1, . . . , Ik ⊳ aRa, such that
(i) aRa = I0 ⊕
⊕k
j=1 Ij,
(ii) I20 = 0, while I1, I2, . . . , Ik are directly irreducible and Ij/J(Ij)
∼=
Mnj (Dj), for some division algebras Dj and positive integers nj,
(iii) J(Ij)
3 = 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k,
(iv) n1 + n2 + . . .+ nk = n.
The converse holds if R is a semiprime algebra.
Up to permutation the ideals I1, I2, . . . , Ik are uniquely determined by (i)
and (ii), while I0 is unique only up to isomorphism. Moreover, I1, I2, . . . , Ik
are principal ideals generated by any nonzero idempotent they contain.
If R is a prime algebra, then k ≤ 1.
Proof. The beginning of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.5, just
a lot more care is needed, because the right rank of a need not be finite.
Choose b, c ∈ R such that aba = a and a2ca2 = a2, and let e = ab, which is
an idempotent, possibly of infinite right rank. By Proposition 4.1, aRa ∼=
(eRe)eae. Observe that eae = a
2b is a regular element of eRe. This is because
(a2b)(acab)(a2b) = a2b and acab = eace ∈ eRe. In addition, eae = a2b has
finite right rank in R, since a2 has finite right rank. By Corollary 3.5, the
right ranks of eae in R and eRe coincide. Hence, by [6, Proposition 4.9],
eae is unit-regular in eRe. Let eae = fw, where f = efe is an idempotent
in eRe and w is an invertible element of eRe. Then f = eaew−1, where
the inverse is taken in eRe. This shows that the right rank of f in R is
finite. By Corollary 3.5, the right ranks of f in R and eRe coincide. In eRe
the right rank of f is the same as the right rank of eae, hence the same
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holds in R. But, by [6, Proposition 3.5], the right rank of eae = a2b in
R is the same as the right rank of a2, since a2 = eaea. We conclude that
rankr f = rankr a
2. As in the proof of Theorem 4.5, aRa ∼= (eRe)f and
fRf ∼= Mn1(D1)×Mn2(D2)× . . .×Mnk(Dk) for some division algebras Dj ,
where n1 + n2 + . . .+ nk = rankr a
2 = n.
We may work in (eRe)f since everything carries over to aRa. Let fj be the
idempotent in fRf that corresponds under the above isomorphism to the
identity matrix inMnj (Dj), so that f1, f2, . . . , fk are orthogonal idempotents
(in eRe as well as in (eRe)f ) with f = f1 + f2 + . . .+ fk. This in particular
implies that fj = ffj has finite right rank in R (but not necessarily in
(eRe)f ). Note that fjRfj = fj(fRf)fj ∼= Mnj(Dj) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k and
fiRfj = fi(fRf)fj = 0 for all i 6= j. Define f0 = e − f and observe that
f0 is an idempotent in R orthogonal to f and hence to all fj, 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
Now let Ij, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, be the ideal of (eRe)f generated by fj. Since
e = f0 + f1 + . . . + fk and fiRfj = 0 for i 6= j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, we have
Ij = (eRe) ∗f fj ∗f (eRe) = eRfjRe =
= fjRfjRfj + fjRfjRf0 + f0RfjRfj + f0RfjRf0 =(1)
= fjRfj + fjRf0 + f0Rfj + f0RfjRf0.
Denote Nj = fjRf0 + f0Rfj + f0RfjRf0. The orthogonality of f and f0
implies Nj ∗f Ij ⊆ f0Rfj + f0RfjRf0, Ij ∗f Nj ⊆ fjRf0 + f0RfjRf0, and
Ij∗fNj∗f Ij = 0, so Nj is a nilpotent ideal of Ij of nilindex ≤ 3. On the other
hand, fjRfj ∼= Mnj (Dj) as a subalgebra of R and as a subalgebra of (eRe)f .
This shows that J(Ij) = Nj and Ij/J(Ij) ∼= Mnj (Dj). Suppose Ij = K ⊕L,
where K and L are ideals of Ij . Then Ij/J(Ij) ∼= K/J(K) ⊕ L/J(L). This
implies K/J(K) = 0 or L/J(L) = 0, since Ij/J(Ij) is a simple algebra.
We may assume K/J(K) = 0, thus K ⊆ J(K) ⊆ J(Ij) = Nj . Now write
fj = p + l, where p ∈ K ⊆ Nj and l ∈ L. Then by the above fj =
fj ∗f p ∗f fj + fj ∗f l ∗f fj = fj ∗f l ∗f fj ∈ L. Since Ij is generated by fj it
follows that Ij = L and K = 0. This shows that Ij is directly irreducible.
Since fj, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, are orthogonal idempotents and f = f1+f2+ . . .+fk,
the ideal
∑k
j=1 Ij is generated by f . Similarly as in (1) we thus have
(2)
k∑
j=1
Ij = fRf + fRf0 + f0Rf + f0RfRf0.
Let I0 be a vector subspace of f0Rf0, such that f0Rf0 = f0RfRf0⊕ I0 as
vector spaces. Now I0∗f (eRe) = I0fRe ⊆ f0R(f0f)Re = 0 and (eRe)∗f I0 =
0, so I0 is in fact a square-zero ideal of (eRe)f . By the definition of I0,
I0 +
k∑
j=1
Ij = fRf + fRf0 + f0Rf + f0Rf0 = eRe,
where the last equality is just the Peirce decomposition of eRe. It remains
to prove that the sum I0 +
∑k
j=1 Ij is direct. The sum of vector spaces
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on the right-hand side of (2) is direct since the idempotents f and f0 are
orthogonal. Together with I0 ⊆ f0Rf0 this implies
I0 ∩
k∑
j=1
Ij = I0 ∩ f0RfRf0 = 0,
where the last equality follows from the definition of I0. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k we
have as in (1)
Ii ∩
(
I0 +
k∑
j=1
j 6=i
Ij
)
= (fiRfi + fiRf0 + f0Rfi + f0RfiRf0)∩
∩ (f ′iRf
′
i + f
′
iRf0 + f0Rf
′
i + f0Rf
′
iRf0 + I0),
where f ′i = f − fi. Since the idempotents fi, f
′
i and f0 are orthogonal and
I0 ⊆ f0Rf0, this boils down to
Ii ∩
(
I0 +
k∑
j=1
j 6=i
Ij
)
= f0RfiRf0 ∩ (f0Rf
′
iRf0 + I0) = f0RfiRf0 ∩ f0Rf
′
iRf0,
where the last equality is a consequence of the definition of I0. Lemma 4.7,
together with fiRfj = 0 for i 6= j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, therefore implies
Ii ∩
(
I0 +
k∑
j=1
j 6=i
Ij
)
⊆ RfiR ∩Rf
′
iR = Rf
′
iRfiR = 0.
This shows that the sum I0 +
∑k
j=1 Ij is direct.
By definition Ij is generated by fj. Now let ej be any nonzero idempotent
in Ij . Since J(Ij) does not contain nonzero idempotents and Ij/J(Ij) is a
simple algebra, we have Ij = (ej) + J(Ij), where (ej) denotes the ideal of
(eRe)f generated by ej . In particular, fj = dj + hj , where dj ∈ (ej) and
hj ∈ J(Ij). Hence fj = f
3
j = (dj + hj)
3 ∈ (ej), because h
3
j = 0 (all powers
here are taken in (eRe)f ). This implies Ij = (ej).
To prove the uniqueness of ideals I0, I1, . . . , Ik suppose ideals I
′
0, I
′
1, . . . , I
′
m
also satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii). Let 1 ≤ j ≤ k and write fj =
f ′0 + f
′
1 + . . . + f
′
m, where f
′
i ∈ I
′
i. Since fj is an idempotent in (eRe)f ,
the fact that the sum of ideals I ′i is direct implies that f
′
i are orthogonal
idempotents. Multiplying the equation by f ′i we infer that f
′
i ∈ Ij , hence
Ij is generated by {f
′
0, f
′
1, . . . , f
′
m}. Clearly f
′
0 = 0, since I
′
0 is square-zero
ideal. Hence Ij = (f
′
1) + (f
′
2) + . . . + (f
′
m) and this sum is direct because
(f ′i) ⊆ I
′
i. As Ij is directly indecomposable, we must have Ij = (f
′
i) ⊆ I
′
i for
some 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Suppose there is another j′ 6= j such that Ij′ ⊆ I
′
i. Then
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Ij ⊕ Ij′ ⊳ I
′
i, hence
Mnj (Dj)⊕Mnj′ (Dj′)
∼= Ij/J(Ij)⊕ Ij′/J(Ij′) ∼= (Ij ⊕ Ij′)/J(Ij ⊕ Ij′) =
= (Ij ⊕ Ij′)/(Ij ⊕ Ij′) ∩ J(I
′
i)
∼=
∼= (Ij ⊕ Ij′ + J(I
′
i))/J(I
′
i)⊳
⊳ I ′i/J(I
′
i)
∼= Mni(Di),
which is a contradiction. Now suppose there is 1 ≤ i′ ≤ m such that Ij 6⊆ I
′
i′
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Then
(I ′i′)
2 ⊆
(
I0 ⊕
k⊕
j=1
Ij
)2
⊆ I20 ⊕
k⊕
j=1
I2j ⊆
k⊕
j=1
Ij ⊆
m⊕
i=1
i 6=i′
I ′i.
Hence (I ′i′)
2 = 0, since the sum
⊕m
i=1 I
′
i is direct. This is a contradiction,
because I ′i′/J(I
′
i′)
∼= Mni′ (Di′).
From all the above we conclude that the inclusion induces a bijection from
{I1, I2, . . . , Ik} to {I
′
1, I
′
2, . . . , I
′
m}, in particular m = k. We may henceforth
assume that Ij ⊆ I
′
j for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
Define S = I0 ∩
⊕k
j=1 I
′
j . Choose an arbitrary element x
′ ∈
⊕k
j=1 I
′
j ⊆
I0 ⊕
⊕k
j=1 Ij and write it as x
′ = x0 + x, where x0 ∈ I0 and x ∈
⊕k
j=1 Ij ⊆⊕k
j=1 I
′
j . Then x0 = x
′ − x ∈ S. Hence
(3)
k⊕
j=1
I ′j = S ⊕
k⊕
j=1
Ij ,
where this sum is direct because S ⊆ I0. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k define Si =
I ′i ∩ (S ⊕
⊕k
j=1,j 6=i Ij). Choose an arbitrary y
′
i ∈ I
′
i. By (3) we can write it
as y′i = s +
∑k
j=1 yj, where s ∈ S and yj ∈ Ij for 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Observe that
y′i− yi = s+
∑k
j=1,j 6=i yj ∈ Si, hence y
′
i = (y
′
i− yi)+ yi ∈ Si+ Ii. This shows
that I ′i = Si ⊕ Ii, where this sum is direct because the one in (3) is. Since
I ′j is directly irreducible, we conclude that I
′
i = Ii for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
By the above the ideal I =
⊕k
j=1 Ij ⊳aRa is uniquely determined. Hence,
I0 ∼= aRa/I is unique up to isomorphism.
To prove the converse, suppose R is semiprime and (i)–(iv) hold. It
suffices to prove that the right rank of a2 is finite, since the first part and
the uniqueness of Ij , 1 ≤ j ≤ k, will then imply that the right rank of a
2 is
n, because nj is uniquely determined by Ij . Fix some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Since
J(Ij) is a nilpotent ideal, the idempotents in Ij/J(Ij) can be lifted to Ij (see
[3, Theorem 21.28], where the proof is done for unital rings, however, the
same can be proved for non-unital rings by simply adjoining a unit to the
ring). Let gj be an idempotent in Ij lifting the identity element of Ij/J(Ij).
By (i) we have gjRgj = gjgjRgjgj ⊆ gj(aRa)gj = gjIjgj ⊆ gjRgj , hence
(gjRgj + J(Ij))/J(Ij) = (gjIjgj + J(Ij))/J(Ij) = Ij/J(Ij) ∼= Mnj (Dj),
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because gj + J(Ij) is the identity element of Ij/J(Ij). On the other hand,
(gjRgj + J(Ij))/J(Ij) ∼= gjRgj/(J(Ij) ∩ gjRgj).
By (iii), J(Ij) ∩ gjRgj is a nilpotent ideal of gjRgj . However, gjRgj is a
semiprime algebra (since R is), hence J(Ij)∩ gjRgj = 0. All the above now
implies gjRgj ∼= Mnj (Dj), so gj has finite right rank in R by Theorem 3.3.
Next we prove that the ideal Ij is generated by gj , as this is not part of the
assumptions at this point. In what follows 1 will denote the identity element
of R. Previous paragraph additionally implies that Ij = gjRgj + J(Ij),
hence Ij(1− gj) = J(Ij)(1 − gj). Observe that J(Ij)(1 − gj)RJ(Ij) ⊆ aRa,
J(Ij)(1− gj) ⊆ Ij , and (1− gj)J(Ij) ⊆ Ij, therefore (i) implies
J(Ij)(1−gj)
(
J(Ij)(1−gj)RJ(Ij)
)
(1−gj)J(Ij) ⊆ J(Ij)(1−gj)Ij(1−gj)J(Ij).
By the above we have (1 − gj)Ij(1 − gj) = (1 − gj)J(Ij)(1 − gj) ⊆ J(Ij),
hence J(Ij)(1− gj)Ij(1− gj)J(Ij) = 0 by (iii). Putting everything together
we infer
(
RJ(Ij)(1−gj)J(Ij)(1−gj)R
)2
= 0. Since R is a unital semiprime
algebra, this implies Ij(1 − gj)Ij(1 − gj) = J(Ij)(1 − gj)J(Ij)(1 − gj) = 0.
Similarly (1 − gj)Ij(1 − gj)Ij = 0. Define Zj = {z ∈ Ij ; Ijz = zIj = 0},
which is an ideal of Ij . We have just proved that (1 − gj)Ij(1 − gj) ∈ Zj.
For every r ∈ R we have r = rgj + gjr− gjrgj + (1− gj)r(1− gj), therefore
Ij = Ijgj + gjIj + gjIjgj +(1− gj)Ij(1− gj) = (gj)+Zj , where (gj) denotes
the ideal of aRa generated by gj . Hence, there is a vector subspace Vj ⊆ Zj,
such that Ij = (gj)⊕ Vj as vector spaces. However, by definition of Zj, any
subspace of Zj is clearly an ideal of Ij, so the above direct sum is a direct
sum of ideals. By (ii), Ij is directly indecomposable, therefore Vj = 0 and Ij
is generated by gj . This in particular implies, that every element in Ij has
finite right rank in R. So it suffices to prove that a2 ∈
⊕k
j=1 Ij. Recall that
due to the regularity of a2 we have a2ca2 = a2. Hence (i) and (ii) imply
a2 = a2ca2ca2ca2 = (a2ca)(aca)(aca2) ∈ (aRa)3 ⊆
⊕k
j=1 Ij, as required.
Finally, if R is a prime algebra, then fRf ∼= Mn1(D1)×Mn2(D2)× . . .×
Mnk(Dk) is a prime algebra as well, so that either fRf = 0 or k = 1. 
In the theory of associative rings, in order to prove a structure theorem
for certain kind of rings, one usually has to either assume some kind of
finiteness condition on one-sided ideals of the ring or work with idempo-
tents with special properties, e.g. central idempotents. In our situation, in
Theorem 4.8, the role of the finiteness condition is taken by the finite rank
condition. However, since we only assume a2 to have finite rank, while a may
have infinite rank, the ring aRa still retains certain aspects of rings with-
out finiteness conditions. In particular, while the factor ring aRa/J(aRa)
is right artinian, the ring aRa need not be. Observe also, that in general
the idempotents fj, that induce the decomposition in Theorem 4.8, are not
central.
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An important point of Theorem 4.8 is that, for an element a with square
of finite rank, the direct sum decomposition of the factor ring aRa/J(aRa)
induces a direct sum decomposition of the whole ring aRa. This is some-
what similar to the situation for commutative artinian rings (cf. [2, Corol-
lary 2.16]). For more general noncommutative rings, e.g. upper triangular
matrices Tn(F ), this is not true.
Corollary 4.9. Suppose that the element a from Theorem 4.8 has finite
right rank. Then
(i) Ij ∼=

 0 Mmj ,nj(Dj) Mmj (Dj)0 Mnj (Dj) Mnj ,mj (Dj)
0 0 0


for some nonnegative integer mj , for all j = 1, 2, . . . , k,
(ii) I0 ∼=
[
0 S
0 0
]
, where S =
l⊕
j=k+1
Mmj (Dj)
for some nonnegative integers mk+1,mk+2, . . . ,ml and division al-
gebras Dk+1,Dk+2, . . . ,Dl,
(iii) m1 +m2 + . . .+ml + n1 + n2 + . . . + nk = rankr a.
Proof. Assume all notations are as in the proof of Theorem 4.8. Idempo-
tent e has finite rank in this case. Theorem 3.3 implies eRe ∼= Mp1(E1) ×
Mp2(E2)×. . .×Mpl(El) for some division algebras Ej. We may write idempo-
tent f as f = h1+h2+ . . .+hl, where hj ∈Mpj (Ej) are idempotents as well.
Some of hj may be zero. By rearranging and renumbering the terms in the
decomposition, we may assume that hj 6= 0 for j ≤ k
′ and hj = 0 for j > k
′.
Clearly, aRa ∼= (eRe)f ∼= Mp1(E1)h1 ×Mp2(E2)h2 × . . .×Mpl(El)hl . Let Jj ,
j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , k′, be ideals of aRa such that J0 ∼=
∏l
j=k′+1Mpj(Ej)hj and
Jj ∼= Mpj(Ej)hj for 1 ≤ j ≤ k
′. For j > k′ the multiplication inMpj(Ej)hj is
trivial, so clearly J0 ∼=
[
0 S
0 0
]
, where S =
⊕l
j=k′+1Mpj(Ej). Let 1 ≤ j ≤ k
′.
The reduced column echelon form of the reduced row echelon form of hj is
a diagonal idempotent dj with all the entries which are equal to 1 collected
at the beginning of the diagonal. Hence hj = ujdjvj for some invertible
elements uj and vj . Let n
′
j be the matrix rank of dj and mj = pj − n
′
j. By
Lemma 4.4 we have
Jj ∼= Mpj(Ej)hj
∼= Mpj(Ej)dj
∼=
∼=

 0 (1− dj)Mpj (Ej)dj (1− dj)Mpj (Ej)(1− dj)0 djMpj(Ej)dj djMpj(Ej)(1 − dj)
0 0 0

 ∼=
∼=

 0 Mmj ,n
′
j
(Ej) Mmj (Ej)
0 Mn′j(Ej) Mn′j ,mj (Ej)
0 0 0

 ,
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where the last isomorphism is obvious due to the diagonal form of dj . The
Jacobson radical of Jj is its strictly upper triangular part, so Jj/J(Jj) ∼=
Mn′j(Ej). The proof that Jj is directly irreducible is the same as in the
proof of Theorem 4.8, because Jj is clearly generated by

 0 0 00 1 0
0 0 0

. Since
aRa ∼= J0 ⊕
⊕k′
j=1 Jj , the uniqueness in Theorem 4.8 implies k
′ = k and
after a possible renumbering Jj = Ij , which additionally implies n
′
j = nj
and Ej ∼= Dj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k
′ = k. For j > k′ = k we set mj = pj and
Dj = Ej.
Finally, observe that the right rank of a is the same as the right rank of
e, which is just p1+p2 . . .+pl = n1+n2+ . . .+nk+m1+m2+ . . .+ml. 
Note that the conclusion of Corollary 4.9 holds also for rings. We only
needed the assumption that R is an algebra to define I0 as a direct com-
plement of some ideal. If a has finite rank this complement automatically
exists.
Remark 4.10. Let a be an element of finite right rank in a semiprime
algebra R. While the structure of aRa uniquely determines the rank of a2,
it does not determine the rank of a. For example, take
a =
[
0 1
0 0
]
∈
[
H H
H H
]
= R and b =
[
0 I
0 0
]
∈
[
M2(R) M2(R)
M2(R) M2(R)
]
= T,
where I is the identity matrix. Then aRa ∼= bT b since these are both
4-dimensional R-algebras with trivial multiplication, however, ranka = 1
while rank b = 2.
Finally, we present an example, which shows that the assumption that a2
has finite rank is crucial for the direct sum decomposition of aRa. There
are two things that can go wrong if a2 has infinite rank; the factor ring
aRa/J(aRa) need not be artinian and the potential decomposition of aRa
need not be direct. Even assuming that a3 has finite rank is not sufficient.
Example 4.11. Let E = EndF (V ), where V is an infinite dimensional
vector space over some field F , and let I be the identity endomorphism of
V . Consider the following element a and algebra R ⊆M10(E)
a =


0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


, R =


E E E E E E E E E E
E E E E E E E E E E
0 0 E E E E E E E E
0 0 E E E E E E E E
0 0 E E E E E E E E
0 0 0 0 0 E E E E E
0 0 0 0 0 E E E E E
0 0 0 0 0 E E E E E
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E E
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E E


.
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Denote by aT the formal transpose of a as a 10 × 10 matrix. Observe that
aaTa = a, a2(a2)T a2 = a2, and a3 = 0, so that all powers of a are regular
and a3 has finite rank. Clearly we have
aRa =


0 E 0 E E 0 E E 0 E
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 E E 0 E E 0 E
0 0 0 E E 0 E E 0 E
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 E E 0 E
0 0 0 0 0 0 E E 0 E
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


and aRa/J(aRa) ∼= E × E,
so the factor algebra is not artinian. Nevertheless, following the proof of
Theorem 4.8, we can extract a decomposition of aRa. Assuming the notation
from Theorem 4.8, somewhat tedious computations (taking into account the
isomorphism aRa ∼= (eRe)f ) show, that we have aRa = I0 + I1 + I2, where
I0, I1, I2 are consecutively equal to

0 E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


,


0 0 0 E E 0 E E 0 E
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 E E 0 E E 0 E
0 0 0 E E 0 E E 0 E
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


,


0 0 0 0 0 0 E E 0 E
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 E E 0 E
0 0 0 0 0 0 E E 0 E
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 E E 0 E
0 0 0 0 0 0 E E 0 E
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


.
However, the above sum is not direct because I1 and I2 intersect.
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